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Happy birthday Mustang Daily!
fMièà

Controversial
writer starts
speaker series
Lauren Zahner
M U S IA N C ; D A IIY

SHEIIA SOBOUK M
USTAN«; oaiiy

Poly administrators, students and past and present Mustang Daily reporters and editors gathered on Wednesday afternoon in the news
room to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the newspapers publication. A special edition of the newspaper was printed for Wednesday in
which articles and ads from the last 90 years were reprinted along with commentaries by the reporters that covered the events.

Peace Corps reaches out to
agriculture majots at BBQ
Lauren Zahner
M O S lA N t; D A IIY

The I’eace (Trrps co-sponsored
a barbecue at Cal Poly’s Ag Circle
Wednesday, hoping to recruit
agriculture students and promote
HIV/AIDS awareness.
Alpha Zeta, the agricultural
leadership fraternity, co-sponsored the event with the Peace
Corps.
Alpha Zeta chancellor and
agricultural
communications
junior Kelly Bishop said the chap
ter wanted do the barbecue as a
fundraiser, as community service
and to shed light on the Peace
Corps’ presence on campus.
“As an organization that’s part
of our mission to give people
opportunities that could give

them that edge in getting a job or
getting an interview,’’ Bishop said.
Bishop is interested in joining
the Peace CTirps because she
wants to make a difference.
“(ioing to a different country
and applying what you’ve spent
four years to learn is what really
makes a different in my opinion,’’
she said.
Marta Block, the ('al Poly
Peace Corps Recruiter, highlight
ed the value of going overseas
with the Peace Corps.
“ It’s a great opportunity for
international experience. There
are a lot of government agencies
that are looking for workers who
have ag experience, but interna
tional experience, too,’’ Block
said.
see BBQ, page 6

Arianiu Hiit't'ington will bring
her provotative perspective to C7il
Poly on today at 7 p.in. in Spanos
Theater as the opener tor the
speaker
series.
"C'alit'ornia’s
(diallenges: Provocative Solutions
tor (Compelling I'rohlems.”
The Provocative Perspectives
series
has
opened
with
w e 11 - k 11 o u n
speakers tor the
past tliree years,
said Pat Harris,
retired assistant
director ot the
Hepartment t)t
Student
I it'e
and Leadership.
Arianna
“We
were
Huflington
looking
tor
someone with a big draw because
we want to open with a big hang,''
1larris said.
Hiittmgton's talk will be “A
Political Update with Ariaima
Hiitrmgton: laieus on (kilitornia.”
HutFmgton was named one of
the loo most mtluential people in
the wcirlcl by Time magazine this
year. She is also a nationally syndi
cated columnist, author, cofounder
and editor of HutTmgtonPost.com,
see Huffington, page 6

Rec C enter to host students
from ‘D usk ‘til Dawn’ tonight
Amy DierdorfT
M U S T A N C D A IIY

Finding cheap, fun activities to
do with friends can be somewhat
of a hassle for C'al Poly students.
No matter where you go in San
Luis ObisptY when you leave the
house, there always seems to be an
admission fee or cover charge.
Associated Students Inc, (ASI)
aims to change all that by hosting
Dusk ‘til Dawn, an all-night extrav
aganza to be held today in the Cal
Poly Rec Center.
The doors open at H p.m., kick
ing off a night of live music and a
wide range of activities to keep stu
dents occupied until 2 a.m.
Admission is free to all C.al Poly

to big glove boxing, jousting,
bungee run or the Super Mega
Obstacle Course. DJ Mel from
Wild 106 will keep the music
going before and after the live per
formance, and Woodstock’s Pizza
will provide food on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Students will even get a chanceto compete in Halo and Dance
Dance Revolution tournaments
students.
“Everyone here is always looking and try out the mechanical bull.
“There’s something for every
for something to do on the week
ends. We really want to give back body,’’ Zanini said.
ASI seeks to offer exciting activ
to the students,’’ said Grant Zanini,
ities
to all students, but hopes the
ASI Events Student Manager.
The Expendables will perform event will he especially convenient
at 10 p.m., giving students live for students who live on campus
music while they challenge friends
see Dusk, page 6
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SAFER Men team up to fig^t sexual assault

M U STA N G
D AILY

SAFFdf Men was created by
SAFF.K, which stands for Sexual
Assault
Free
Environment
Resource I’rogram, with the
knowledge that most C'al I’oly men
understand how damaging sexual
assault can be, and just need the
right tools to become active m risk
reduction, lioth programs share m
the same purpose, but SAFER Men
hopes to get their message across
specifically to men by providing
information and presentations by
their own peer group.
“1 he majority of men at Cktl
I’oly think sexual assault is a terri
ble thing, but they need to take a
stand abt>ut it," lUirn said.
Some t)f what the program
teaches men is that they can pre
vent sexual assault by identifying
other men who are at risk for sex
ual assault, while at the same tune
showing survivors of assault that all
men are not the enemy and that
they can have a big part m preven
tion.
Since Its creation last summer.
SAFER Men has given peer-led
presentations to WOW groups and
residence halls on campus, and
launched marketing campaigns to
raise awareness. They eventually
hope to present to various men's
groups within the community,
including athletic teams and frater
nities.
"I’m hoping that S.M-ER Men
will be a presence at events that

S tu d e n t L ife an d

CORRECriONS

L e a d e r sh ip has c r e a te d

rill' Must.mij I ),iilv NtatV t.iki's piuK'
in puNisliinj' .1 li.nlv nowsp.ipi'r tor thi'
( al I’oly la m p n s and the neiijlilroriiig
comnunnty. We apprec iate your
readership and are thaiiktnl tor your
laretui readiiij; I’lease send your
eorreitioii suggestions to
editori« niustangdaily.net

an d in f o r m m e n o n h o w

S A F E R M en to e d u c a te

• A story p u b lis h e d Wednesday.
O ct IS. which w.is titic'd "( .inipus
papel ti.ic ked. lielped in I'ols P' historv,'
nieorreetlv st.ited tint 'son.il tr.iternitc
Oelta Sigin.i IV' kept vsatc h over the
I’oK I’ 1lelt.i Signi.i I’l is III t.ict .1 Inisiness traternitv .iiid I >elt.i Signi.i I’hi w.is
the son.il tr.iternitv that served as the I’s
e.iretakers

^ot
Podcast?
We do.
G-et your news
OH the go

wwwdnu$tan9d«ily.r>et

se x u a l a ssa u lt a ffe c ts th e m
a n d th o s e a r o u n d th e m .
Amy Dierdorfl'
.S U M V N t. D.MIV

('li.imcs are* that every female
student vvlio attends Gal I’oly has
either experienced sexual assault
firsthand or at least knows a friend,
roommate or ace|iiaintance that
has. It IS alse) true that every male
student at Ckil I’oly probably knows
someone who has been affected by
sexual assault, or has maybe even
experienced it himself
SAFER Men is a new (kil I’oly
program run by Student l ife and
Leadership aiming to bring aware
ness and education to men about
becoming allies m the fight t(v pre
vent sexual assault.
“Sexual assault is seen as a men’s
issue as well as a women's issue
Sexual assault hurts people men
care about, hurts the reputation of
all men and is experienced by some
men," said Dr. Shawn lJurn, I’h.l).,
I’rofessor and Associate (diair of
the
Psychology
and
Cdiild
Development Department. Murn
wurks with SAFI:K Men on devel
oping content for their present.itions.

Sexual assault is seen as a
m en s issue as well as a w om en s
issue. Sexual assault hurts people
m en care about, hurts the repu
tation o f all m en and is experi
enced by som e m en.
— Shawn Burn
I’syi liology .met ( J n l i l I )c'Vi'lopnu‘iU Assoc i.iti' ( J i.iir , p m lc s s o r

SUIdoIku

of Public Spaces
S y m p o s

CAED Buildin<
Berg Gall

i u m

Friciay
October 2 0
2 : 0 0 to 4 :3 0 pm

Cine of SAFER Men’s biggest
priorities right now is recruiting
volunteers to give presentations
and work on marketing campaigns
to help them reach a larger number
of men on campus. But Burn sug
gests that students can even help
out m smaller w.iys.
“ It could be wearing a SAFER
Men button. Anything that helps
create a campus norm," Burn said.
SAFER Men will be holding a
Bagel Bruneli orientation meeting
for men interested in volunteering
and internship opportunities on
Erid.iy from 1 1 a.m .to noon m the
Women’s CY'iiter. They will also
have a Halloween booth set up
during UU Hour on Oct. 2f> tt> sell
F-shirts and recryit new volun
teers.

support the fight against sexual
assault." Burn said.
SAFER Men will support and
participate m various SAFER and
Women’s CY*nter activities on cam
pus. like the Run to Remember on
Nov. K from .S to 7 p.m.The .S kilo
meters on-eampus run/walk is
being held to eommemorate sur
vivors of sexual assault and to raise
money to fund Remember Week
and other SAFER and Womeifs
I’rograms events during the year.
" I’ve been very excited about
the integration of men into tins
program because it’s really very
positive and 1 think the SAFER
prtigram is becoming imieh more
visible on eampus," said 1)r. Ken
Barclay, director of Student Life
and Leadership.

©

Puzzles by Pappocom

Complete the grid so that every row.column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

R e tu r n to th e C e n t e r
Public Sp a ces in Spam and Mexico
Larry Herzog
Pfotessor Graduate Program m City Planning
Sari Diego Slate University

D esig n in g for Q u a lity
The New Village of Woodbury Irvine
Leo O 'B rian
Vice-President Laridscape Arch lecture
Urban Planning and Design
Irvine Community Development Cc Newport Beach CA
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P u b l i c S p a c e s in T h a i l a n d
Alternative U ses of Public Spaces
Daniel Levi
Professor. Environmental Psychology
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

C ulture

and

D esign

SPS

Revitalizing Historic Rio de Janeiro

Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com

HIGHER

D en ise de Alcantara
Architect PnD Candidate
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro
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Coffee Shop & Deli
• Extondod Hour«:
6:30am-10pm M-F
7:i0am -10pni Sal, Closed Sun.

College of Architecture and Environmental Design
City and Regional Planning Department

Cal Poly

• Specialty food and drink menu prepared at your convenient e
• Cali ahead service
• Special fittai exam hours for Cal Poly & Cuesla students
• Free wireless intemef
• Friendly and experienced baristas
• Caterini; and delivery service
32.10 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA

Buy 1
drink,
get the
2nd of
equal or
lesser
value

FREE
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Question of the day:
I low olitMl d o NON l*(‘a(l i I k ‘ M iis la n jj^ D a i l v ?

“ At least once a “ I think 1 read it
“W h en ev er I
“ M aybe like
“ N o t very
w eek .T h ere’s
once a w eek. I
once this year. I have a spare h o u r
often. I d o n ’t
always a good
usually d o n ’t have betw een classes. m ostly read it for
th in k it’s very
variety and it
M aybe three
enough tim e
the sports and the reliable because
recaps the news 1 betw een classes to
tim es a week;
o p in io n section.” the qualifications
get from o th er
m aybe m ore,
pick it up.”
o f the sources
places.”
m aybe less.”
aren’t that great.”

- A iL it in W ik o n

hiLcifless Cidiititlistratioii
sophomore

-Nanc)f Loq^nmn
iViimal science saiior

Tri-Delta

AAA

Eat a cupcake, save a life.
Pay 5 dollars at the door
and eat as many delicious
desserts as you like,
donated by local
businesses.

Ka l.K> O H awaii (U. H awaii)

• All proceeds go to
St. Jude Children's Cancer Hospital

Where; Corner of Murray and Santa
Rosa Street, at Tri-Delta Sorority House
When: October 20th from 4:00pm to 7:00pm

ASI Student Government
Needs COSAM Students!
Two Positions available:

ASI Board of Directors
Acts as the voice of the student and oversees
ASI Corporate Funds.

University Union Advisory Board
M a n a g e s A S I Facilities inclu ding University Union,
R e cre atio n Center, S p o rts C o m p le x an d C h ild ren 's
Center
Pitk up ,w application m Student Government
Office UU202 Of call 756 129!

\ isit asi.cal|)ol>.i“(lii/;4o>erniiioiit
'Ju

■'.''.Ur'i:

i't'.J*' f <i.)t ’If Ml( .

-Lauren Seth
communication studies
junior

-Mike Dielman
electrical eiigifieerin^
Junior

Generators save vital U. Hawaii
campus operations
Tiffany Hill

Bring your friends and
your sweet tooth.

ASI will !;»- •'.■w ry ‘ tiictcii? <. (( fi.’c . '■ n

-Aniefon Ekanem
electrical mj^ineerin^
i^rad student

HONOLULU — When the
earthqiKikes shook the islands early
Sunday morning, residents of the
State t)f Hawaii lacked one commod
ity — electricity.
Although the earthquakes’ epicen
ter was on the llig Island, the
Hawaiian Electric C^ompany was able
to restore power n.*lati\vly quickly to
the Ihg Island and the other islands.
All except O ’ahii.
Electrical power to O ’alui a*sidents
was not completely a*stoa'd until well
after midnight. However, several loca
tions at the Universit\- of H.iwaii at
Manoa wea‘ able to continue operat
ing on emergency electrical genera
tors.
“Some facilities have backup
power, especially after the floods (on
the UH campus) two years ago,” s.iid
Jim Manke, the UH spokesperson for
the Manoa Cdiancellor’s Office.
Students who live on campus were
able to enjoy a cooked meal.
According to Manke, Paradise Palms,
Líale Aloha Cafeteria and (iateway
C^afeteria all were able to operate
because of emergency generators.
“These generators provide power
to the a'fngeration and freezer units,
some lights and smaller cooking
equipment,” Manke said. “Most food
located at those units without backup
generators was transferred to one of
the units that had a generator.”
Manke said that the UH cafeterias
had very little food spoilage, as the
majority of the perishable food was
cooked at Hale Aloha and fed to the

R'sidents Sunday night.
In addition, because tlie e.irtliquakes struck the islands relatively
early on Sunday morning, Manke s.tid
the UH Student Llousing Rceived no
reports of anyone trapped in an eleva
tor when the power went off.
Equally as important as supplying
EmkI to the students was maintaining
the refrigerators and freezers for
a*seaah within the Jt^hn A. Hums
ScluKil of Medicine.
“The (Hiomedical Sciences) build
ing has a lot of research lalss,” s.ud
David H.iymer, a professor of cell and
molecular biology. “Tlierx* are certain
critical pieces of equipment, mostly
freezers, that h.ive to he maintained at
a preset temperature.”
H.iymer said that the freezers and
refrigerators in the tower of the
Hiomed building contain enzymes,
certain rs'pes of tissue samples, speci
mens and certain parts of kits for re
agents used for experiments.
The samples and spec imens would
h.ive been ruined if they had returned
to mom temperature.
“They have to be maintained at
specified temperatures,” Elaymer said,
“depending on wli.it they are and
how they’re stoa*d.”
The emergency generator only
pmvides backup electricity to the
tower portion of the Hiomed build
ing, so the four connecting courtwhich also conduct research,
were without electricity on Sunday.
The generator, located between the
A and D courtyards, protects several
freezers and refrigerators in the tower
of the Hiomed building. Most of these

are household freezers and refrigera
tors. which function at 2(1 degrees
C^elsius below zem.
However, there are some freezers
that are “ultra low.” meaning that the
temperature of the freezer is mueli
lower than a regular one. These
freezers provide a constant tempera
tila' of MO dega't's C'elsius below
zem.
“We need more generating capac
ities for emergencies,” he said,
“because these things (like eartliquakc*s) do happen.”
As the continued pert'ormance of
the refrigerators and freezers is cru
cial to student and faculry researches
in the Hiomed huiiditig. so is the
continued pertormaiiee of the fur
nace kilns to those in the art depart
ment working with glass.
According to Robert Mills, art
pmfessor and chair of the UH Glass
I’mgram, the “worst thing you can
do to a glass furnace is shut it off. so
the furnaces have to he kept on
24/7, (to) prevent thermal shock. If
you were to shut the furnaces ofr' it
would cause about two weeks of
unscheduled shut down.”
Mills said that the emergency
electrical generator, which must be
maintained at a constant 9(K) dega*es
Fahrenheit, enables the furnaces to
continue running so that glass can
continue to be made. If the furnaces
did not have an emergency genera
tor, the furnace equipment would be
damaged, making inferior glass, and
resulting in costly, time-consuming
repairs hindering faculty and student
work.
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State briefs

National briefs
W A SH IN G TO N (AP) — An Internet mes
sage claiming that seven NI L stadiums will be hit
with dirty bombs this weekend was met with
“strong skepticism” Wednesday by government
security officials.
Dated Oct. 12, the posting was part of an ongo
ing conversation titled “New Attack on America
lie Atraid." It appeared on a Web site called “The
Friend Society,” which links to various online
forums and otf-color cartoons.
The message said trucks would deliver raditilogical bombs to stadiums in New' York, Miami,
-Atlanta. Seattle, Houston, Oakland and Cleveland
— and that Osama bin Laden would later claim
responsibility
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — The 1)ow Jones indus
trial average swept past 12.000 for the first time
Wednesday, e.xtending its march into record terri
tory as investors grtiw increasingly optimistic
about corporate earnings and the economy.
The inde.x of 3o big-name stocks surpassed the
milestone just after trading began, rising as high as
12,049.51, before pulling back as the markets ini
tial wave of enthusiasm dissipated and investors
cashed in some of their gains. The tact that the
markets didn't barrel higher shows some healthy
caution especially given that many companies
have yet to report third-t|uarter results.

R E D M O N D , Wash. (AP) — Microsoft CTirp.
is giving its Web browser software its first m.ijor
upgrade in years, amid signs that Internet
F..\plorer's market share is eroding.
The release late Wednesday brings Microsoft's
browser nmre in line with competing products
such as Opera Software ASA’s Opera and Mozilla
Corp.'s Firefo.x. Internet E.xplorer 7, or IE7, adds
features such as tabbed browsing, which lets peo
ple open several Web pages without cluttering
their desktop with multiple open browser win
dows.
Microsoft has been heavilv renting the new
browser, releasing five beta \ ersions over 14
months, and has periodicalK olfered security
updates tor IFYi, first released in 2ou|.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — Seven funeral home
directors linked to a scheme to plunder corpses
and sell the body parts for transplants pleaded
guilty to undisclosed charges and have agreed to
cooperate
with
investigators, prosecutors
an n o u n c ed We dn esday.
The unidentified directors secretly pleaded
guilty in the probe of what investigators s.ay was a
plot to harvest bone and tissue and sell it to bio
medical supply companies, Brooklyn District
Attorney Charles Hynes said.

iTunes 7 may be defective
CMshes and restarts,” said iTunes user ing. Some suggestions offered by
Kelly Turner in a post on Apple's Apple recommend uninstalling
help forum. A quick search reveals then reinstalling iTunes and
DEKALB, 111. Students looking more than lOU complaints ranging t^uickTim e applications, while
to upgrade tt) iTunes 7 m.iy want to from songs skipping to computers other users have had to reinstall
wait, after reports say the
older versions o f the
new software can damage
iTunes software. Apple has
iBods and PCs.
already released a repaired
Upon upgrading, the first
version of iTunes 7, but
thing users notice is a new
some users are still expe
interface. Not only does it
riencing problems.
sport a toned-down color
Despite these setbacks,
scheme, but it .ilso has relo
the continuing complaints
cated menus and com
on Apple's forums indi
mands. After five years of
cate how badly il\id own
relative contimiirv' between
ers want to experience
releases, reaction has been
— Kelly Turner
the new features iTunes 7
mixed.
r iu n o s user
_____ has to offer.
“ I tried it. and I didn't
(.’)ii Sept. 12. .Apple co
really like it,” said Tim Kupp, a completely locking up. While the
founder
Steve
Jobs announced
soplumiore business administration pmblems seem to be aflectitig only a
major. “It's seems like instead of small percentage of iPod owners iTunes 7 as “the biggest single
nationwide, users are at risk just by enhancement" to iTunes since its
evolving, it's completely changed.”
Unfortunately for iPod owners, connecting their iPod to a comput inception. The redesigned program
iu>w offers seamless playback
the new iTiines problems are not just er with iTunes 7.
Should a computer become between songs, the abilitv to search
skin deep.
“When I try to select one of the affected by these iTunes 7 bugs, find for music bv album art and the
menus in tTuiu*s 7. the computer ing a solution can be time consuin- addition of full-length movies
Tom Scherschel

N o K I H I K N S l A k ( N o R T I I I K N I lllN t > I S U .)

W h e n I try to se le c t
o n e o f th e m en u s in
iT u n es 7 , th e c o m p u ter
crashes and restarts.

Marin county school loses funds
over meditation controversy
.Marcus Wohlsen
ASMH I M I I ) I ' R I ' "

SAN FK A N aSC 'O — M.irin
('ouim may be etched in the public
imagin.ition .is a liberal land of hot
tubs, aging hippies and fme thinkers,
but even a b.istion of alternative spiritualitx' apparently has its limits.
Plans for a high school meditation
club funded by filmmaker David
lynch evaporated this week after
parents caught wind that students
would be taught Transcendental
Meditation, the method developed
by a one-time spiritual teacher to
The Beatles, Maharishi MaheshYogi.
Amid protests thatTM was a form
of religious practice and therefore
inappropriate for a public school, the

I ).ivid Lynch Foundation on Fuesd.iy
withdrew the SI 75.0(10 u had
pledged to Terra I iml.i High School
in San Katael.
The grant would have provided
fiinds for 25o students and 25 staffers
to practice FM, a meditation st\le
past adherents claimed allowed them
to levitate. Lynch, best known as the
director of dark, surreal films like
“Eraserhead” and “Blue Velvet,” has
meditated for more than .To years.
Not only does it reduce stress in
the body, but the research shows it
wakes up the brain. “So the child is
actually able to absorb more knowl
edge and do better on exams.” said
Bob Roth, the Lynch foundations
vice president.“Also, the child is hap
pier.”

I www.mustangdaily.net |

But an mtiirmation meeting for
Terra Linda parents about the pro
gram last week turned chaotic w ith
one parent rusinng the m i-. tdenounce T.M as a cult.
Cithers said they felt IM was too
close to a religion .iiid therefore
should not be pmmoted as a student
activin, leading a consersative legal
organization to consider suing the
school for vii>lating the separation of
church and state.
Alternative forms o f spiritual
expression are nothing new in
Marin, just across the Cíolden GateBridge from San Francisco. Flower
children of the 1960s flocked to the
county’s coastal bluffi and rolling
hills after they decided to settle down
and raise families.

SANTA BARBARA (AP) — Embattled Superior Court
Judge Diana R. Flail apologized to the tTnnmission on judicial
IVrformance for driving drunk aiul accepting an illegal campaign
donation.
Hall, who could be removed from the bench for the ethics vio
lations, pleaded with commissicniers during a Tuesday hearing in
San Francisco in a bid to save her job. She's been a judge for 16
years and hears cases in Santa Maria.
“All I can s.iy is that I have turned this over in my head every
day since it happened." Hall testified.“ ! apologize from the deep
est part of my heart for what happened in this case.”
• • •
COVINA (AP) — Dark gr.iy clouds gave w.iy to pockets of
sunny, blue skies near the end of a memorial for New York
Yankees pitcher C'ory Lidle. As the day w ore on, laughter and
smiles outnumbered tears, t(io.
Hundreds o f family, friends and teammates remembered Lidle
on Tuesday at an emotional 45-minute outdoor service in his
hometown. .At a reception later, they munched on In-N -O ut
burgers, his favorite fast food.
“We found out that Cory was there for a lot of people,” Joe
Torre said about the pitcher he managed for two months with the
Yankees. “ Friendships that he forged early on before his baseball
career were still there, and 1 think that speaks a lot about someone.
The 34-year-old Lidle and his flight instructor, Tyler Stanger,
were killed last Wednesday when the pitcher's small plane crashed
into a Manhattan high-rise.
• • •
T U ST IN (AP) — Winners of an affordable-housing lottery
found out they couldn't qualify for homes being built at the for
mer Marine Corps Air Station because down payments were
nearly 50 percent of the purchase price.
The homes — priced between $55,100 and $311,400, well
below Orange CYninty’s $626,000 median house cost — were
advertised by Lennar Corp. and William Lyon FTomes with the
words “3 percent down payment required.”
O f 700 applicants, 143 winners in the development's first phase
lottery were called to make sure they financially qualify to buy
the low-cost homes. But some buyers learned down payments
were nearly half the purchase price.
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B est Happy Hour

in
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And just to prove it nr are itoinit to put our money where our mouth is-

Free
APPETIZER
In the bar during Happy Hour.
With the purchase of an alcoholic beverage.
Offer e.xpires 10-13-2(K)6
Max one per person per day.
Not valid with other offers.

Mission Grill Happy

hour

Seven Days a week 2pni - 6pm
All Day Thursday
$2.00 Fat Tire, Widmer Hefeweken, Sew Castle, and Bud Light $100 m Drinks
l ||
$4.00 M argins
$5.00 Specialty CockMs and Cadilac Margaritas
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Huffington

BBQ

continued from page I

and co-host ot “ Lett, Kight and C'enter,” a public
radio program. Cal Eoly students and faculty may
remember when Huffington ran as an independent
candidate in the 2003 C^ilifornia recall election.
C]ornel Morton, the vice president for Student
Affairs, spoke highly of Huffington.
“Among the people who are taniiliar witli
C^ilifornia and its challenges, including its chal
lenges in education, its political challenges, its chal
lenges in demographics, she is certainly one of the
more informed and, 1 think, very interesting,” he
said.
Among the other speakers is I’eter Schräg, sched
uled for Nov. 1 1 to speak on “The New Ckilifornia:
America’s Future?” Schräg has written about educa
tion and other public policy issues as a journalist for
more than 40 years. He currently writes a w'eekly col
umn for the Sacramento Bee and serves on the Board
of I )irectors of EdSource, a group that focuses on
Ckilifornia education matters.
Kusslyn Ali’s program, titled “ Kaising All Students’
Achievement: Closing Opportunity Ciaps,” will be
Feb. 1, 2007. A former corporate and civil rights
lawyer, Ali founded an organization which aims to do
exactly what the title of her talk implies. The organi
zation, Education Trust-West stresses meeting the
educational needs of Latino, African American, Native
American and low-income students.
“The C?urrent Dialog and CTisis in Immigration: Its
Effect on Education,” will be giv'en on March 8,2007
by Ron Takaki. Harris called Takaki, a professor of
Ethnic Studies at U(? Berkeley, the “godfather ofniul-

Dusk
continued from page /

and have no transportation. As cam
pus housing increases with the
completion of the Poly CCanyon
housing project in the next few
years, ASl also feels a responsibility
to use then funds to provide more
exciting on-campus experiences.
“There are 2,700 students that
will be looking to the campus for
activities,” said Michelle Brotmi,
Public Relations C?oordinator for
ASl.
Last year ASl hosted the first
Dusk‘til D.iwn,as an expanded ver
sion of, “Up All Night,” a similar
event that was put on by the uni

“Among the people
who are familiar with
California and its chal
lenges ... she is certainly
one o f the more
inform ed and, I think,
very interesting.”
— C ornel M orton
\ ' k c I'rcsilfcnt for Stiufciit Affairs

ticulturalism.”
The final speaker on April 12, 2007 will be David
Hayes-Bautista, touching upon “ La Nueva California:
Latinos in the Ciolden State.” Hayes-Bautista hails
from the School of Medicine, UCTA where he is a
professor of medicine and director of the Center for
the Study of Latino Health and CAilture.
These last four speakers will be in Vista (irande
C?afe from 7:30 to 9:00 a.m. on their respective days.
Morton encourages a cross section of the universi
ty community to participate. In previous years, student
participation in the 7:30 a.m. programs has been lim
ited, but Morton said students should take advantage
of the opportunity to hear an alternative point of
view, regardless of w hether or not they agree with that
view.
“The goal is primarily to create opportunities for
conversation and dialogue on issues relative to student
success, intellectual freedom and diversity,” he said.

versity during the mid ‘90s.
Attendance was far better than
expected, with more than 1,000
students joining in, and ASl is
expecting even a bigger turnout
this year.
“The Expendables will probably
bring a bigger crowd,” Zanini said.
The popular band has a big local
following, phiying at nunierous UU
Hours and attracting a big turn-out
for live shows at Downtown
Brewing C?o. in San Luis Obispo.
The band and all the activities
were chosen and planned by stu
dents working on the Dusk ‘til
Dawn committee.The committee is
made up entirely of students work
ing for ASl, with only one or two

staff advisers helping out.
“It’s basically from students, for
students,” Zanini said.
ASl is a non-profit organization
and used funds included in (kil Poly
students’ tuition fees to finance the
event. However, much of the help
came from local sponsors.
“ It’s kind of a win-win situation
all around,” Zanini said of local
businesses getting exposure and stu
dents not having to pay admission
to the event.
If this year’s Dusk ‘til Dawn is a
success, ASl hopes to make it grow
into an annual event, providing all
students with a fun, free way to get
together and enjoy a night of activ
ities and entertainment.

r.u
-1/2 off all appefuers
S2 draft beers - S3 well dnnks
$4 maryantas - S5 specialty cocktails

Siko on the patio 3^ pm
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Drink Specials, Food Specials, A Prizes.

LADIES NIGHT

(805) 547-55‘44
1023 (;horm Street • San l.uisObisp)
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Lunch Dimeriìiì

Gounet toppings^2.19ea
Kiotfoodwit)i otheroffers. Must showyalidstudent ID.

$2ChanH»gneCocktaBs S2Martinis

50% OFF all food plus Happy Hour drink Pncei
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A ll DAY HAPPY HOUR

Bloody Marys t Bottomless Mimosas
UVE BAND ^6 onthe patio.

Volunteers can also benefit from learning a new language, a new
ecosystem and new crops.
Agriculture graduates h.ave what the Peace Corps considers “scarce
skills.”
“They’re some of the hardest volunteers to get...W ith a lot of
deforestation that’s happening now and desertification they need spe
cialists in the field. That’s why we come to C?al Poly,” Block said.
Last year the Peace C?orps sent Cial Poly a Peace Pole because it is
one of the top 2.3 schools in the southwest United States in the num
ber of graduates it sends to the Peace Ciorps. The Peace Corps has
been at Cal Poly since 1971, but this was the first time Cial Poly made
into the top 25, beating Davis. Ckil Poly averages .30 volunteers a year.
“ Peace Corps at Poly is a very active group on campus,” agribusi
ness professor Bob McCiorkle said. The Peace Ciorps sends grants to
Cal Poly to recruit students.
As of September 2003, Clalifornia was the home o f more volunteers
than any other state.
Agriculture graduates can serve in a variety of areas including
forestry, environmental education and animal husbandry. Volunteers
who work directly in agriculture make up 6 percent of the Peace
Ciorps and education makes up another 34 percent.
“That’s a very large opportunity for us, for everyone who’s inter
ested,” Bishop said.
Block said they are focusing on HIV/AIDS because “that’s another
huge issue that’s come up lately.” The Corps recently put out a new
AIDS initiative. Health and FllV/AlDS has the second highest per
centage of volunteers with 20 percent.
“ Peace Corps values C?al Poly students because of the skills we
develop here on campus,” said former (?al Poly Peace Corps recruiter
Brady Radovich.
The Peace C?orps application process is competitive, but students
interested in joining can contact Block at 736-3833 or
peacecorps@calpoly.edu.
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Comedians will bnngb laughter to rA C .a
- 1 >a
Hicka nops

Four c o m e d ia n s k n ow n for
their rad io sh ow
ap p ea ra n ces, w ill p erfo rm
Saturday at Cal Poly.
Christina Casci
m u s ia m

; d a il y

Laughter is said to be the best
medicine. This Saturday, be pre
pared to be healed. The “Friends
ot the Bob and Tom Show
C^omedy Tour” is coming to the
Performing Arts CT-nter at 7 p.m.
The tour is featuring four
comedians, Auggie Smith, Greg
Warren, Henry Phillips, Mike
Birbiglia and host Mike Macrae,
who are frec]uent guests on the
syndicated morning comedy radio
show, “The Bob and Tom Show.”
“ We are all good friends,” said
Birbiglia, 2H, a headlining come
dian. “That’s why we are touring
together.”
The show has dilTerent combi
nations o f comedians at most of
the shows, according to “The Bob
and Tom Show” Web site,
www.bobandtom.com.
Bob and Tom host the popular
show, Birbiglia said. “They asked
me to do a segment on the show
called ‘Secret Public journal,’
where 1 read my journal, on air

'

show popular, but the pair
donate some of the revenue to
various charities, according the
their Web site.
Two people highly involved
in the show are Kristi Lee, the
news director
and Cdiick
McGee, the sports director.
Both areon the show
every
m orning
and have been
involved for some time, accord
ing to the Web site.
C'omedians come on the
show daily and do bits. Some are
on so often they have been
named friends of the show. This
includes comedians like Jim
Breuer,
Tim Allen, Jeff
Foxworthy and Stephen Lynch,
according to the Web site.
:■
Xssk
The group of men coming to
the PA(^ “The Band of
Bachelors,” has appeared on
COL'RI KSYmoro BET and C\)medy Central,
according to the PAC' Web site,
“Friends of Bob and Tom Show Comedy Tour,” will be at the PAC
www.pacslo.org.
Saturday, at 7 p.m. and will feature comedians who appear on their show.
“ I’m very excited,” said
Birbiglia. “ 1 think San Luis
from the road,” he said.
are both over 50 years old and
It is all jokes and stories from they have been doing the show Obispo will be more my speed,”
the life of a comedian. That is since early 1983, according to he said.
how I became a regular on the their Web site.
The group came up with some
show, said Birbiglia.
Bob Kevoian and Tom ( ’»riswold thing to close the show with,
The show is syndicated in 39 have won numerous awards Birbiglia said. “ It brings the show
states and the state with the most including a few Marconi Awards together and I really think you
stations is Michigan. Bob and Tom for their show. Not only is the will like it,” said Birbiglia.

Aaron Allen
Dahy U iah Chkonu ii. (U. Utah)
SALT LAKE C:iTY — 1 could’ve
sworn this movie came out once
already this year, but maybe that’s
because everything about it feels so
familiar. Actually, there was a horsynieets-girlie
movie
named
“Dreamer” that was released last
spring (starring the preternaturally
talented and eerie Dakota Fanning),
so I’m not going crazy.
This one is c.alled“Flicka” and stars
country-music
sensation
Tim
McCiraw as a tough, rancher dad
who prohibits his headstrong daugh
ter, Katy (a brunette Alison Lohnian),
from taming a dangerous mustang
she names Flicka.
“But can’t you see. Daddy?” she
pleads.“Flicka and I are the same!”
I am not the audience for this
movie, so I approach such a thing as
an anthropologist might approach a
strange civilization in the jungle: I
observe, take notes and hopelessly try
to communicate with it. The little
girls in the audience of the Saturday
morning screening I attended
seemed to like it — they stayed in
their seats and didn’t make much
noise.The more rambunctious crowd
seemed to be the lady folks in cow
boy hats who made lascivious grunts
see Flicka, page 8
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B e a tle s r e c o r d “ 1 W ant t o H o ld Y ou r H a n d .”
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Breast Cancer Awareness
Family Communication Month

Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus
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"Voted one of Cal Poly's
favorite pizzas"

All Family Planning Services Available

This Saturday, October
at 743 Pism o Street
Sexual Assault Recovery
& Prevention Center
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Community Counseling
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Fresh
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New monthty
dub offers $5
DVD promo
Liza Manion
MUSTANC; D A IIY

National Lampoon’s DVl)-ofthe-M onth Club is just as it
sounds: “laugh-out-loud comedy.”
Launched at the beginning of this
month, the club introduces sub
scribers to movies that might not
have been a hit at the theaters, but
are still just as good.
The movies have even been
referred to as “ridiculously funny”
by Stephanie Silver, a company
spokesperson.
Experts at National Lampoon
have poured over hundreds of
movies to find the great films they
are offering to subscribers.
One featured film,” The Rage
in Elacid Lake,” received a better
rating on a popular movie site
than films including “ Napoleon
Dynamite” and “ American Pie.”
National
Lampoon’s
“ blackball”
compares
to
“ Dodgeball”
and
“ Happy
Gilmore,” putting a British spin
on sports comedies, starring now
famous, Vince Vaughn.
Other films uncovered direc
tors that are now famous, includ
ing “ Bad Taste,” directed by Peter
Jackson, known for The Lord of
the Kings.
The club is offering a free DVD

Got^a questioD you
can’t ask your mom?
COM

AsklNKtatglloni

Clipper Cuts $10
Scissor/Razor Cuts as low as $15
i

973 E. Foothill Blvd.Suit 107
Walking distance from Cal Poly

One Mistake Shouldn’t Cost You Your Future

ey D. Stulberg
Cal Poly & Cuesta
students since 1998
DU I & Drug Cases
Misdemeanors & Felonies
Employment Law

FREE initial
consultation!
Drunk in Public Violations
Personal Injury

5 4 4 -7 6 9 3
Iw ww.stulberg.com i
,*»*»’ • A'l-*
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speakeasy, adorned with dim
lights that filled the room
M USTAN C DAILY
DRIVER LICENSE
with a faint haze, while the
A1 2 a4 5 67
I’m not much of a world
smell of aged wood and iron
traveler. I’ve been to New
lingered in the air. And true
Tyler
York and I once spent a cou
to the name, every whichple of weeks in China, but
way you looked the placed
I’ve never been to any of
was packed with an assort
those incredible foreign cities
ment o f sofas and giant
that have the non-stop party
ottomans.
atmosphere of say, Barcelona,
My friends and 1 were of
Milan or Prague. But des
the first to show up to the
tined as those wonderfully
joint, so we made our way to
hedonistic,
debauchery
the bar to take full advantage
laden, foam-filled escapades are to 1 left San Jose, I knew that sometime of the free liquor. No more than half
come, 1 only had to travel a little ways down the road I was going to make an hour later I was already one
north to experience that larg -r-than- the trip back up there and live it up Heineken and three jack and cokes
life nightclub vibe, and I couldn’t properly.
The opportunity presented itself deep.
have done it without some charitable
The lounge was soon bumping
connections. So put your hands up to last March, thanks to my good friends and the house DJ was spinning some
the sky and holler,“Hip, hop, hooray,” who work at a skate shop in Arroyo ultra-funkadelic Bay Area beats 1 had
as I whisk you away on a Velvet Rope Grande. Through their connections, never heard before and have yet to
we were able to secure tickets to an
journey to downtown San Jose.
find. As I spun around in my barstool
My story begins in 2(K)3 when I industry-only screening of a new to absorb the good show of music,
was a 19-year-old sophomore at San skateboarding film in downtown San skateboarding industry heads, pmfesJose State University. If you have ever Jose and free passes to a reserved sional skateboarders and some sexy
been to SJSU, you would know that it nightclub with an open bar.
sophisticate-type ladies, 1 happened to
An industry-only screening and
borders the downtown sector—a rec
notice that the dude sitting to my left
tangular maze of high-rise office open bar in downtown San Jose? I was none other than skateboarding
buildings, plush condominiums, jumped at the chance like a fat kid on legend Steve C'aballero.
museums, theaters, parks and marble the lastTwinkie.
In that San Jose nightclub I got a
The screening was for a new skate
sidewalks dotted with maple trees
chance to chat skateboarding jargon
boarding flick by San Jose’s own
every ten yards.
with the legendary Cab, chill with
It’s very aesthetic, clean and quiet notorious skateboarding crew, Enjoi, some of my greatest skateboarding
during the day-time, but during the and was befittingly entitled, “Bag of idols, and converse with some seri
midnight hours, downtown San Jose Suck.” Though the flick was shown ously attractive witty kitties.
becomes just as alive and as vibrant as in a very old and regal looking the Throughout the night I wandered
any party town I’ve witnessed. In ater, the event went off the hook, from sofa to ottoman and dance floor
between the maze of cozy boutique with free Tecates by the bucket-load to barstool. My mouth and my mind
shops, dignified art museums and lazy everywhcR* to accompany one hell of were running a mile a minute and my
corner-side cafes lays a sleeping giant a skateboarding flick.
hands were never free of a cold beer
Buzzed on an insanely good show
of a nightclub scene, and after
and a vodka tonic. This was
dark is when the thumping ___
my Barcelona, my Prague,
pulse of downtown comes to
and my aspirations to be a
life.
An industry-only screening and
part of the downtown San
Though I was underage, I
lose scene were doubly ful
open bar in downtown San Jose?
tried my best to get into scime
filled.
of these clubs— I was two steps
I wa.s more than satisfied
I jum ped at the chance like a fet
into the door at a nightclub
with this larger-than-life
kid on die lastTwinkie.
called l*ete Escovedo’s to
experience, but I wouldn’t
watch tlie Living Legends live,
____ have been as lucky to break
but was caught by the hotxl of
into this scene in this fashion
my sweatshirt as I tried to
if it weren’t for the truly firstduck in. So, my friends and I were left of skateboarding and a few brews, we rate gents I call iny best of friends that
to watch with envious t*yt*s from out then headed out to our industry-only bmught me along and shamd in the
side my 6th story apartment after 2 reserved destination to hang out with excitement of the night.
a.111. as the legions of partiers fun- the stars of the skate flick—on to the
And never mind that this was a tale
neled out of dtiwntown San Jose in Sofa Lounge.
The entrance to the Sofa Lounge, about pursuing an epic nightclub
their low-riders and tricked out cars.
adventum; if there is anything to take
Everybody in those cars looked no more than a hole in the wall, led away from the experience, it’s that
like they had one hell of a night, and upstairs over a restaurant into a partying, no matter where you are, is
1 couldn’t wait to be a part of that stripped-down loft. With walls no grander an experience than when
convoy of clubbers, but before i could exposed bare to the brick and steel you are wilding out among your best
even get a taste, I transferred to Cal skeleton of the building, the place friends.
Poly in the winter of 2(M)4. Yet when looked reminiscent of a ’20s style
Tyler Wise
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to anyone interested, free of ship
ping and handling. Subscribers get
12 DVDs to keep a year for $60.
There is no catch, each film is
just $5.
“You might want to watch
them over and over again,” said
Joshua Silberstein, a representative
for the club.
The club is already a success
with more than 200 diverse sub
scribers, and a diverse group of
people.
Silberstein said a 79 year old
just signed up, but most are with
in an age range of IS to 30.
“A huge part of it is the college
market,” he said.
Silberstein emphasized their
main purpose “to help customers
who love comedies find great
comedies that haven’t come to
life.”
College students can also bene
fit from a limited time offer of
two free movie tickets when they
sign up.
To check out their Web site,
visit www.NLdvdCIub.com.

Mon-Fri 10-7:00
Saturday 10-5.00
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Flicka
continuedfrom page 7
and whistles at Stud-Muffin McGraw
(now there’s a sharpshooter name for
you), who was so good as the alco
holic father in “Friday Night Lights”
and acts so flat here. He asserts author
ity as if he once saw someone else do
it and thought he might give it a try
just for fun.
Katy is home at the ranch for the
summer after an unsuccessful year at
an expensive boarding school. She
refused to write her year-end compo
sition because she was too busy day' dreaming about horses. Her rebellious

V E L V E T ROPE

and aloof attitude gets her into trou
ble with her caring parents, who are
also dealing with Katy’s older btx>ther
(Ryan Kwanten) who would rather
go off to college than clean stables for
the rest of his life.
On the first night of her return,
Katy stumbles upon a black mustang
in the gorgeous Wyoming mountains.
She begs her dad to bring the horse to
the ranch, but he knows that a mus
tang will rile up the other horses.
I do appreciate how the filmmakers
don’t foist human traits upon Flicka.
I’m sick of animals that roll their eyes
like petulant teenagers. And it’s curi
ous how fhe screenwriters, Mark
fb ‘a f

ta w re ric b * K d t f

focus more on Katy’s struggling rela
tionship with her fiimily than with
Flicka. I think they understand that
the horse is simply a catalyst for the
sweeping changes taking place in
Katy’s household.
That said, when Flicka is taken
away at a crucial point and Ka»
breaks down, I couldn’t feel her saaness because the supposed bond she
had built with Flicka just wasn’t there.
It didn’t help, either, that the filmmak
ers poured on the rain and swelled up
the music.
Very young people (or their buck
le-baring parents) might eat this up,
. but everyone else will feel like they’re. ,
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Lahiri s ‘Namesake’ worth the money
worth all of
your copi
ous spare
time and
money,
iio rro w
s i gn i fi e s
you should
try
the
library, and
“Burn” self
explanato
ry.
Of
course. I’m
no profes
sional, but I
am
an
English
major and I
do
have
much (trust
me) experience in the reading depart
ment.
This week’s pick is “The
Namesake,” by Jhumpa Lahiri. It is
published by Mariner Books and 291
is pages.
Rating: Buy! (1 had to start you out
with a good one, right?)
“The Namesake,” currently being
made into a motion picture, is the first
novel by Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Jhumpa Lahiri. It focuses on
Gogol Ganguli, the child of Indian
immigrants in the United States. It
follows him ftxim birth, thmugh his
conflicted childhood and adoles
cence, to his cautious reachings-out
into adulthood. The novel primarily

&Oi)K
R eview
<3y ^ m ifie ^g g e r

BOOK

FIHe
we eK:
Tiie ¡Namesake
0

o, 1 know we read enough
already. I’ve seen all of you
struggling up the hills and
dales of Cal Poly with enough books
to keep the chiropractors in business.
And I’m also aware that way too
much of our already-scant incomes
go to paying for these aforemen
tioned tomes.
So, after dropping about $3(M) for
this quarter’s textbooks, I decided to
help you all out by giving you an
overview of what’s on the bestseller’s
list, in case you were looking for some
more interesting reading material.You
can read this column before you buy,
so you won’t end up with another
“must-read” under your bed. The rat
ing system is simple: “Buy” means it’s

S

How

deals with Gogol’s ongoing internal
battle of figuring out how to balance
the strong Indian culture of his par
ents with the intense American influ
ences around him.
Contrary to Indian tradition,
Gogol was not named by his maternal
grandmother. Instead, his father
named him after the Russian writer
Nikolai Gogol, whose book he was
holding during a horrific train crash,
and to which he attributes his sur
vival. Although initially given as a
nickname, it eventually becomes per
manent. The key symbol in the
novel, Gogol’s name can be seen as a
metaphor for his life; just as his name
gives no clue to either of his cultures,
his entire young life is one of won
dering where he really belongs in the
world.
This quest for his identity brings
Gogol to many life-defining cross
roads throughout the course of the
novel. From college to career choic
es, holidays to girlfriends, many of the
similarly critical decisions we all make
have an even deeper effect on Gogol.
If he chooses to follow his dream of
being an architect, he will fail to fol
low in his engineering father’s foot
steps. If he marries the girl he loves,
he will be completely separating him
self ftx)m the community that became
his surrogate extended family. In
some ways, this could be almost any
college student’s story. Lahiri displays
the topics of family, love, heartbreak
and growing up is in such a way that

conveys them
as clearly uni
versal.
W h a t
makes
this
story so com
pelling how
ever, is the
intense conn e c t i o n
Gogol has to
two cultures
that
often
times seem to
be working
directly
against each
other.
For
much of the
novel, Gogol
seeks to put
the traditions
of his family
behind him
and make a
COURTKSY PHOTO
life o f his
o w n .
“The Namesake,” by Jhumpa Lahiri, is currently being
However, he made into a motion picture.
is continual
ly haunted by the idea of abandoning acters’ stories, which add up to a
his roots, and eventually realizes that splendid whole. While the ending
there isn’t any way to completely for- was a bit too cryptic for me (you’ll see
what I mean), the beautifi.il con
get where you came from.
Lahiri does a wonderful job of veyance of universal themes, complete
developing full, credible characters character development and deeply felt
that cause the reader to become one story convince me that it is worth
with the book. Her background as a your money.
Next week: For One More Day By
writer of short stories is evident in her
clever combination of different char- Mitch Alboni.
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CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the C'al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
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Wanna be a part o f it — New York, New York
sadly ended the
hey say that New
lives of Yankees
York is the city that
pitcher
C'ory
never sleeps. Believe
Lidle
and
his
flight
me, it doesn't. Within its
instructor,
but
neon-lit streets — jumping
there was a strong
with speeding taxis and tat,
sense
of apprehen
tlutYy squirrels — is a constant
sion and uncer
adventure waiting to be had.
tainty in the city
Cxmipared to good old San
that day.
Luis Obispo, which shuts
NAME:
The plane crash
down at the ripe hour of
A m y A sm an
reminded me how
about 6 p.m.. New York is like
much our coun
the Energizer Bunny on
try’s political and
crack. Not only are the bars, MAJOR:
social
policies
clubs and restaurants open
J o u m a iis m
have changed in
practically 24 hours a day, but
the past five years.
even the people of New York
COUNTRY:
But it also made
seem to be zooming around in
me realize how
U S A ( N iw Y o r k )
fast forward.
New York sits at
When 1 left my position as
N ext Thursday:
the center of this
Spotlight editor of the
fluctuating
cli
Mustang Daily to spend a
Sam antha Prietas
Amy Asman is the Mustang Daily Spotlight
mate,
a
beacon
of
semester m the Big Apple, I
checks in fix>m Italy.
editor and is studying at Hunter College in
strength and hope.
was quite the California girl:
New York City fall quarter.
From
the
friendly, pro-health food, an
moment I got
avid beach lover and relatively
here. I’ve been in
laid back (except on deadline,
What Rollins is trying to say (the Queen of drag queens who
silent awe of New York’s bravery.
of course).
— regardless of what it may reveal frequents a local pub in the
I’ve already heard multiple per
But after more than seven about his, or my, personality — is Flatiron District).
sonal
accounts of the horrors wit
weeks of living in the city. I’ve that everyone has to be a little
And, my personal favorite:
nessed on Sept. 11, but I’ve also
changed. Most of the change has crazy to live in New York. But
N o 3. Watching an elderly
seen how the people in this city
been good. I’ve become more since movdon’t let what happened changed
independent and street savvy. mg here,
who they are.
Now 1 can read a map correctly. I’ve come
Whether it’s on the Hunter
And, most importantly, I’ve to
Compared to good old San
learn
College campus or in a Broadway
learned how to deflect pathetic that crazy
Luis
Obispo,
which
shuts
theater. New Yorkers continue to
pickup lines and catcalls from isn’t all that
live their lives with passion and
local construction workers and bad.
In
down at the ripe hour o f
character. It is true that the secu
homeless men with expert speed. New York’s
rity in the streets and on the sub
However, as I continue to defense, it’s about 6 p.m .. N ew York is like
way has become noticeably
assimilate myself into the New the “crazy”
the
Energizer
Bunny
on
crack
stricter. And it is true that people
York culture. I’m reminded more part of this
take a m om ent’s pause while
and more of a routine 1 once saw city
that
... even the people o f New
comedian Henry Rollins perform makes
drinking their giant cotTees to
it
York
seem
to
be
zoom
ing
watch an airplane flying low over
in Big Sur.
unique.
In the routine, Mr. Rollins My friends
the city.
around in fast forward.
explains the phenomenon known and 1 have
But it’s also true that New York
as the East Coaster:
and
its people set a good example
a ffe c tio n 
“You know how East Coast ately chris
for the rest of the country when it
people are; we think too much, we tened the crazy things we’ve seen Indian man dressed in a white comes to dealing with terrorism in
talk too much, we talk too quick as our “only in New York” tunic ride his child-sized Care today’s world. New Yorkers are
ly, we drink way too much coflee moments.
Bears tricycle down Fifth Avenue constantly aware o f their sur
and we’re far too opinionated for
roundings, and they’re constantly
At the top o f this list:
in the middle of a downpour.
our own good.
N o 1. Sneaking onto the set of
However, not all o f my “New asking questions of our govern
“ Walk the streets of
“Law and Order: Special Victims York Moments” have been happy ment and society.
Manhattan and you’ll see people Unit” then almost getting kicked
New York may not be the most
and fun. Last week, just one month
carrying 90-ounce bongo cups of out; and then meeting Mariska after the fifth anniversary of Sept. relaxed city in the world, or even
coft'ee, which they just inhale Hargitay (a.k.a. Detective Olivia n , a small plane crashed into an the most beautiful, but it does have
through straws, and they’re either Benson), and getting my picture apartment complex on the Upper quite a few things going for it: it’s
on their cell phones or screaming taken with her.
Side. The crash was later smart, it’s switched on and it’s
at the person next to them ...”
N o 2. Meeting Kitty Hiccups reported as an accident, which alive.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
he Mustang Daily statT
would like to thank all
of those who celebrat
ed the paper’s 90th anniversary
with us. W hether you scanned
the pages we spent months
putting together or stopped by
the newsroom for cake, we truly
appreciate your support and
readership.
Although most of us read the
newspaper for the day’s news
and events, we tend to forget
that the paper is in a way the
best history tracker available. No
other medium could have fol
lowed Cal Poly’s history better
than the campus paper itself.
Even after all our reporters and
editors have graduated, the

T

Mustang Daily will still be here
to track the university’s future
for years to come.
While 90 is a big milestone,
we’re looking forward to the big
KM), which is only a decade
away. That means that there are a
bunch of 10 and 11 year olds
scattered around the country
right now who will eventually
get to experience what us edi
tors and reporters just have, and
perhaps they can even top yes
terday’s issue.
Until 2016 conies, keep read
ing, keep writing in and keep
telling us what you think. It’s the
support of students and faculty
that has made the Mustang Daily
stronger over the past 90 years.

Comingtomorrow
to th e opinions page
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LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
E le v a t o r s a n d D R C v a n s
are s c a r ie s t e le m e n t s o n
cam pus
I think there is something wrong
with the elevators in the library.
I’m a civil engineer and am lucky
enough not to have to take vibra
tions classes that mechanicals do,
but I’m pretty sure elevators are
not supposed to shake violently.
It’s even scarier to look at the
inspection sheets inside the elevator
which expired in August.
Nevertheless, I’m lazy and still take
the elevators.
This whole debate about bicy
clists versus pedestrians is fine. 1
don’t think bikers cause a problem
nor do pedestrians. What annoys
me are the signs that warn bikers of
their impending fines. They are
bulky and in the way of tralTic —
both bicycle and pedestrian. Give
out your tickets. University Police
Department, and boost your egos,
but please remove those signs. They
are more hazardous than either
bicycles speeding down a hill or
students walking in bike lanes.
C^n that note. I’m more worried
about the DKC destruction derby
vans. 1 have witnessed students div
ing out of the way o f the DRC'
vans or bikers nearly dodging a
head on collision. 1 fear someday
being run over by the vans; 1 can

Iwww.niustangdaily.net |

see it now ...“Student run over by
D RC van now frequent rider.”
Finally, 1 read the Mustang Daily
daily, but I’m tired of finishing the
paper only to find my fingers coat
ed in ink. I don’t know much
about the newspaper industry but
maybe you guys could let them dry
a little longer or switch to an ink
that doesn’t smear so easily. Just a
thought.
Joe Heavin
Civil cti}iineeriu<i Junior
C a m p u s b ik e p r o b le m a
c o m p l ic a t e d s it u a t io n
1 like Mr. McThrow’s thinking
regarding solving the bike problem.
But why stop at bridges? Let’s
make our campus rival Disneyland.
1 propose installing gondolas,
underground passageways, moving
sidewalks, trolleys, escalators, cable
cars, monorails and some tunnels.
The speed limit and stop sign
idea is interesting as well. Should
we propose that the campus police
provide speedometers to all
cyclists? And let’s throw some stop
signs all over the place. That way it
will be even more inconvenient to
bike on campus. Though in doing
so we “will force cyclists to be
more aware of their surroundings.”
(Never mind those walking in the
bike lanes on Via Carta. They’re
aware enough, right?) Your inten
tions are well received, however,
your “easy” solution seems to
ignore the amount of planning,
labor, time and cash required for
such a plan.
Gregg Baker
Mccliitniciti cnf’imrriiii' senior
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STAFF COMMENTARY

JAMF5 GLEN
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Dorit let video games vaporize the contents of )our wallet
can’t quite claim the original
Nintendo
Entertainment
System as the system that got
me hooked.
You know, the gray and red box
in which 8-bit game cartridges got
stuck, froze and you had to blow on
them to get them to work.
I wish I could. But being born
the year it came out (1985), it was
my older friends who ditched
homework to clutch that awkward,
blocky controller.
Instead, I became addicted to
video games after playing Madden
’96 on Sega Genesis, racing pixilat
ed football players up and down a
pixilated gridiron into the wee
hours of the night.
Those were the gocnl old days —
when a video game console didn’t
cost a m onth’s rent.
Plenty of things can be bought
for S600 — a bucket sort of used
car, a .50-inch, Ilat-screen TV or
even a few spanking new textbooks.
Now, you can add a video game
system to that list.
Indeed, the loaded version of

I

Sony’s PlayStation 3 will cost
However, skeptics comparing Dreamcast over the PS2. Then,
gamers $600 — about $641 with Xbox 360 to the short-lived Sega when the NFL 2K series became
sales tax — upon its release Nov. 17. Dreamcast are grasping for straws, available on PS2, the Dreamcast
went out the window. The
That’s without games.
PS2 took its rightful throne
A watered-down version
on top of the VCR.
of the system can be had
Xbox 36(1 has ensured it
Plenty o f things can be
for $500. The difference,
will
not join the Dreamcast
however, is that the $500
bought
for
$600
—
a
in the doldrums of forgotten
version has 40 gigabytes
systems.
You know the kind
less hard-drive space, no
bucket sort o f used car, a
— Saturn, 31 )0,Jaguar. Lynx
Wi-Fi Internet support and
and so on.
30-inch, flat-screen TV or
no flash-card readers.
The reason?
In the other corner,
even
a
few
spanking
new
(iames will be better. Not
Microsoft’s
comparable
necessarily
better
than
Xbox 360 can be bought
textbooks.
everything the PS3 has to
for exactly $200 less. The
offer, but certainly good
Now, you can add a video
loaded version of the Xbox
enough to keep the Xbox
360, which came out in
game system to that list.
360 on par.
November 2005, is $400
At the top of that list is
and the basic version is
Halo 3, which is due out in
S.^00.
early 2007. A movie-like teaser
C'onsider that those prices are Dreamcast, for those who don’t
trailer shown at this year's
before a price drop around the remember — who can blame you Electronic Fntertamnient Expo
(diristmas season that many analysts — was the solid but overmatched can be found on any recent Xbox
are predicting.
console that got crushed by 360 demo disc. 1 he trailer itself is
Granted, the PS3 might be better PlayStation 2 and the original only a remote microcosm of the
equipped for the future of gaming Xbox.
system’s awesome capabilities,
Trust me. I let one game — NFl which are still in their infancy.
because of its provocative Blu-Ray
2K — sucker me into choosing
disc drive, among other features.
Not onlv will the next Grand

Theft Auto game, due out in the fall
of2(M)7, be released on Xbox .360 at
the same time as PS3, it will also fea
ture exclusive downloadable content
on Xbox Live.
Exclusive Xbox .360 titles include
Perfect Dark Zero, Kameo, Project
Gotham Racing .3. Call of Duty 2,
Quake 4 and the upcoming Gears of
War.
The Xbox 360 game I especially
can’t wait for that will not be found
on PS3 is Star Trek: Legacy, which is
due out Nov. 7.The epic space com
bat game will span the entire Star
Trek history and features voiceovers
fnim actors William Shatner, Patrick
Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate
Mulgrew and Scott Bakula.
The truth is that games will keep
the Xbox 3()0 afloat in a way that
the Dreamcast’s library did not.
Sure, the PS3 might be better
from a hardware standpoint than the
Xbox 360.
But is it S200 better?
Tristan Aird is a journalisin junior.
Mustang; Daily staff writer and sports
editor.

Got something to say?
Send a letter to the editor!
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ASHOGHO, Afghanistan (AP) — Airstnkes by
NAIC) helicopters hunting Taliban fighters ripped
through three dried iiiud homes in southern
Afghanist.in as \ illagers slept early Wednesday. At least
nine civilians were killed, including women and chil
dren. saitl residents and the pro\-incial governor.
'shellshocked, angry villagers in Ashogho coniienined the attack, which set back NAIX'is hopes of
winning local support for their tough counterinsur
gency campaign. Kandahar provincial ( !ov. Asadullah
Kh.ilitl said it appeared that no Taliban fighters were
I I I the village at the time of the .lirstrikes, which left
guilt pieces of mud packed with straw scattered along
.^shogho's narrow lane.
• • •
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iwo Kurdish witness
es at Saddam Hussein's genocide trial gave harrow ing
accounts Wednesday of surviving killing fields where
guards executed hundreds of dytainees at a time in
sprays of gunfire.
One said he fell wounded into a ditch full of bod
ies. He said he climbed out and ran for Ins life past
mounds in the desert, the mass graves of other victims
in a 1
military tilfensive against Irat] s Kurds.
Both witnesses described prisoners making their
last prayers for God's forgiveness of their sins as they
rode in trucks to the execution site — and said some
detainees made desperate attempts to attack guards in
hopes of escaping.
• • •
SAN VICENTE, Argentina (AP) — Former
.^rgentine strongman Juan Domingo Feron was
reburied in a lavish ceremony Tuesday marred by vio
lence, as rival factions hurled rocks at one another and
riot police dispersed them with rubber bullets and
te.ir gas.
The fighting between club-wielding grtaups of
men on the fringes ot a nuistly peaceful cmwd of
thousands resulted in at least 40 injuries, local media
reported.Televised footage also showed one man who
appeared to fire a black handgun four times, the bar
rel smoking.

Rice pledges “full range” defense o f Japan, hoping
to stifle allies’ thoughts o f ow n nuclear w eapons

FRANCK ROBICHON

ASSOCi.M i n I’ R ts s

Condoleezza Rice, center, shares a light moment with Japanese Defense chief Fumio
Kyuma, right, and Foreign Minister Taro Aso, left, in Tokyo Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2006.
Anne Gearan
ASSOl lAIlI) I’KtSS

TOKYO — The United States is will
ing to use its full military might to defend
Japan in light of North Korea’s nuclear
test, Secretary of State Cwiiidoleezza Rice
said Wednesday as she sought to assure
Asian countries there is no need to jump
into a nuclear arms race.
At her side. Rice’s Japanese counterpart
drew a firm line against his nation developing a nuclear bomb.
The top U.S. diplomat said she reaffirmed President Bush’s pledge, made
hours after North Korea’s Oct. 9 under-

ground test blast, “that the United States
has the will and the capability to meet the
full range — and I underscore the full
range — of its deterrent and security com
mitments to japan.’’
Rice spoke following discussions with
Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Aso, the
first stop on her crisis mission to respond
to the threat posed by the North.
Back home, President Bush told ABC'
News that if the U.S. learned North Korea
was about to transfer nuclear technology
to others, the communist nation would
face “a grave consequence.’’ He did not
elaborate.
“ I want the leader to understand — the

CAL POLY

HOMECOMING

Tickets On Sale Now at the Box Office, by calling 1-866-GO^TANGS or www.GoPoly.com

HOMECOMING RALLY
At the UU Today 11 a.m.
ohow your support with the
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le.uler ot North Korea to understand that
I . ’ be held to account.’’ Bush said, refer
ring to the country’s ruler, Kim Jong 11.
riierc were continued signs Wednesday
that .North Korea might be readying for a
second nuclear test, perhaps while Rice
was in Asia this week.
Clhina’s president, Hu jintao, apparently
has sent a special envoy to North Korea,
according to a former South Korean l.iwmaker, Jang Sung-min, citing diplomatic
officials in Beijing. Rice planneti to see the
(diinese official. State C'ouncilor Tang
Jiaxuan, this week in Beijing.
There were reports North Korea had
told CTina it was ready to conduct up to
three more nuclear tests. At the State
Department in Washington, spokesman
Tom Ckisey said, “We certainly haven’t
received any information from them, from
the C'hinese, that they’ve been told by
Pyongyang that another test is imminent.’’
U.S. government officials, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because of the
sensitive situation, said there was no evi
dence to suggest a second test was immi
nent.
But given the underground nature of
the testing, officials said, it could happen
with little or no warning.
In Seoul, South Korea, the country’s
foreign minister — the incoming U N .
secretary-general — warned the North
not to detonate a second nuclear test.
“If North Korea conducts an additional
test, the response of the international com
munity will be much more serious,” Ban
Ki-moon said.
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11 U.S. troops slain, driving October death toll to 70
Steven R. Hurst
A s m H l A l l l ) I ’ R Is s

11)A1 ), Irat) — Eleven more
U.S. troops were slain in combat, the
military said Wednesday, puttiiiL::
October on track to be the deadliest
month for U.S. forces since the siege
ot Ealhijah nearly two years ago.
The military says the sh.irp
increase in U.S. casualties — 7<) so far
this month — is tied to Ramadan
and a security crackdown that has
left American forces more vulnerable
to attack in Baghdad and its suburbs.
Muslim tenets luild that fighting a
foreign occupation force during
Islam's holy month puts a believer
especially close to God.
As the death toll climbed for both
U.S. forces and Iraqi civilians, who
are being killed at a rate of 43 a day,
the country’s Shiite-dominated gov
ernment remained under intense
U.S. pressure to shut down Shiite
militi.is.
Some members of the armed
groups have fractured into uncon
trolled, roaming death squads out for
revenge against Sunni Arabs, the
Muslim minority in Iraq who were
politically and socially dominant
until the fall of Saddam Hussein.
There have been growing signs in
recent days of mounting strain
between Washington and the wobbly
government of Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki, who felt compelled
during a conversation with President
Bush this week to seek his assurances
that the Americans were not going to
dump him.
Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari
on Wednesday blamed American
orticials who ran Iraq before its own
government took nominal control
for bringing the country to the pre
sent state of chaos.

“Had our friends listened to us, we
would not be where w'e are today,”
Zebari said in an interview with The
Associated Press.
Asked which friends he was refer
ring to, Zebari said:
“The Americans, the (aialition
(Provision Authority), the British.
OK? Because they didn't listen to us.
1he did exactly what thev wanted to
do. ... Had they listened to us, we
would have been someplace else (by
now), really."
It was an unusually harsh state
ment from Zebari, a Kurd, whose
ethnic group owes much to the U.S.
intervention in Iraq and for its virtu
al autonomy in the north of the
country.
A report in Britain’s Financial
Times on Wednesday said the White
House is now pressuring Iraqi
authorities to give amnesty to Sunni
insurgents. That would be a surpris
ing change for the Bush administra
tion, which has resisted amnesty
because it could potentially include
fighters who have killed American
troops.
At the
State
Department,
spokesman Tom C?asey said a decision
on amnesty' would be left to the Iraqi
government.
“1 wouldn’t describe our position
as pressuring them to do this now or
at any particular moment except at a
point when they feel their national
reconciliation process has gone
through its appropriate steps and
they’re ready to move forward with
it,” C'asey said.
Soon after taking office in May, alMaliki proposed an amnesty for
insurgents who put down their arms.
But no insurgents took up the offer,
and the proposal bogged down amid
differences over who would be eligi
ble. Al-Maliki said those “with blood

WILLIAM W1150N LEWIS III

on their hands” — either Iraqis’ or
American soldiers’ — would not be
covered.
Despite the climbing death toll,
the U.S. military claims it is making
progress in taming runaway violence
in the capital as it engages insurgents,
militias and sectarian death squads,
rounds up suspects and imccwers
weapons caches and masses of stock
piled explosives.
The latest American death took
place Wednesday, when a soldier was

killed after his patrol was attacked
with sinall-arins fire south of
Baghdad. Ten Americans were killed
on Tuesday — nine soldiers and a
Marine — the highest single-day
ccTinbat death toll for U.S. forces
since Jan. 5, when 11 service mem
bers were killed across Iraq. There
have been days with a higher num
ber of U.S. deaths, but not solely
from combat.
October is now on track to be the
deadliest month for American forces

TAFT

in Iraq since November 2004, when
military offenses primarily in the
then-insurgent
stronghold
of
Fallujah, 40 miles west of Baghdad,
left 137 troops de.id, 126 of them m
combat.
“ It breaks my heart because
behind every casualty is somebody
with tears in their eyes,” Bush told
ABC! News in an interview. “I think
the hardest part of the presidency is
to meet with families who’ve lost
their loved t)iie.”

the morning.
r« C f
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The family of Army Pfc. Kenny Stanton console each other as Army Sgt. 1st Class Anthony Tellez, right,
leaves their home Monday, Oct. 16, 2006, in Hemet, Calif. Stanton died Friday in Baghdad.
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Video: $70
DVD: $90
Tandem: $150
Accelerated Freefall: $250
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Students

Fly Cheaper
Sample Fares from Santa Barbara to:

RIGHT IN YOUR INBOX.

Sample Fares from Los Angeles to;

San Francisco $151

Paris

$319

New York

London
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Melbourne
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$303
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Poly merfs soccer
team edges CS
Northridge, 1-0
The Mustangs improved to 3-3-1
in the Big West with the win
over the defending conference
champion .Matadors.
■ .|'('R |S I M l > k M M I O \ k l l- O k l

1he ( 0! I’olv men'v soeeer te.im
puked up .1 win in llig West
(.'ont'erenee pi.ly Wednesday w h- n it
deteateii detending eonteienee
. li.impion G.il State Nortliridge, l-l>.
I'lie li>ss sn.ipped the \Litadors'

;ating
amthiufii p'otn pttge 16

iMie tor tinger foods and tlie other tor
the main eoiirse), fold-out tables and
ehairs as \ou ean find, also bring a
e.nu^py. .in .luthentu rollout nut,
tlags, fireworks, a stereo, a football. ,i
d.irtboard. .i television — you get the
pieture. Just p.iek a lot of stutf.
Now that UHi have all the neeess.irv tools to get started, you want to
start packing the cooler with meat,
-nacks.and .is much booze .is one can
1onceivabK consume in a couple of
hours.
Snacks should inckule tortilla or
potato chips, salsa, guac.iniole. cheese,
crackers. Iriscuits. vegetables, ranch
dip. bean dip. artichoke dip ,md
ni.ivbe some candy so \cni can h.ive
some sweet to balance the salt.
( ¡rilled Items should include noth
ing less than stime hot links (like
Mime brats or linguica). steaks, burg
ers, even ,i little fish w ill do. Oh. and
no t.nlg.iter is ever. e\er truly pre
pared without staple condiments
such .is hot mustard .ind barbecue
'.nice.
As for the booze, che.ip beer .nid
\dns-brand liquor will do if \iniVe
strapped tor cash. It doesn't nutter.
Just bring lots of it. CJu.nitity over
qu.ilitv IS the ke\’.
After \ou're done with the pre-

eight-game unbe.iten -treak and also
drops their rectird to 5-4-.T on the
se.ison and .'-1-.^ in the tight Big
West. Cal I’oK improved U) 7-6-3
overall and .->-3-1 in conference.
The host M .it.uiors, who led the
conterence along with U( i S.inta
H.irb.ira, h.id .i chance in the se\enth
minute when Adn.in Lopez recened
a pass from Sean I ranklin in the cen
ter of the box but his one-on-one
shot resulted m .i big s.ive for (\il
Polv's Lric Hr.inag.in-I raiu'o.

game prep.iratioiis, good luck stutfing
all that cr.ip into the Kick tif your
vehicle — I forgot to mention e.irlier. but if you .ire planning to pack a
tailgate p.irty into a sedan you’re
SOL. So good luck bending the l.iws
of physics cr.nnming .ill of that stuff
into \(Hir trunk, but make sure to do
it quickly so that ytni can get to bed
soon, because come SuiuLiy. you're
getting up e.irly — real early.
•More often than not, the g.ime
w ill start at 1 p in., w hich means that
vou need to get up and out on the
highw.iy by
.i.m. It's going to be
a long four-hour drive to the B.iy
.Area or six hours to San I )iego.
But dtm’t you dare eat anything,
because uni’w got a cooler packed
to the brim with goodies just itching
to be gutted, so s.i\e it for the tailgate
p.irty.
By the good graces of fair weather
and clear highways, you should make
it to .Mc.^fee Coliseum tir .Monster
Bark by ‘L3o a.ni. or Qualctmim
St.idium by 1l:3<> a.in., and low and
beliold, you’ll be am.ized to see a
parking Uu alreadv more than half
full.
When finding .i parking sp.iee.
make sur* to pull in so that the rear
of your vehicle is fat ing the dri\ e-in
lane. This will gue you sufficient
sp.ice to unload .ill the gtHnls.
So. live It up ,nul be jovial ft>r the
next couple tif hours.

.Amanda Willson and Brian
Morris fmisheil ninth and loth
Ioutinued from page 16
owrall in respective wtnnen’s and
best tif J.3 bums at 32 feet on nid men's divisions
I he .Mustangs .ire 'ponstired by
B.itnck Wv.itt jumpetl BKi feet tiff
the lump ramp for a fourth place .MasteKYaft. ( .iliftirma Skier. Ckible
Ski Sciiooi aiiil Mid-St.ite Marine.
medal.

Nationals
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M iami and Florida International players brawl d u rin g the third q uarter o f a football game O ct. 14 in M iami.

Johnny
i'ONtnnieelfiom

page 16
.iltercations over the last couple of
years. .After last season’s embarrass
ing 4(1-3 Beach Bowl loss to LSU,
Miami players were involved in a
fight 111 the tunnel after the game.
Earlier this season, pl.iyers stomped
up and down on the Louisville
logo before the game.
•Mi,uni ended up losing that
game by 24 points. Back when
■Miami was actually tough, they
backed it up with wins on the
field. Now the program is turning
into a joke that wasn’t very funny
S.iturd.iv night.
IMavers were swinging helmets
and using their cleats as weapons
to trv a hurt tlie either team.
.Mi.um’s commentator, former
I lurric.mes player Lamar Thomas,
had t his to s.iy while the figlit

Winning
continuedfrom pttge 16
With the recent .Miami-Florida
International melee, it got me
thinking. I’d love to get on my
moral high horse and berate the
plawrs and call for ni.iss dismissals
and suspensions, but that would be
boring.
I intend to indict the sports cul
ture as a w hole. Why? We love win
ners. and will overlook inexcusable
behavior m order to facilitate or
gi.imonze them w henever possible.
The University of .Miami is a prime
example.
L e t s think about this for a sec
ond; .Miami has been doing this
type Ilf thing for the better part of
three dec.ides now.The difference is
that .Miami used to br.iwl with
Honda
State.
not
Floriila
International.
It started in the mid-’NUs with
Jimmy Johnson as head coach and
continued under Dennis Erickson.
As the team ascended to domi
nance. (winning a national title in
ldH7 under Johnson and IdSd and
IWI uiide^ Erickson), a bunch of
off-fieUl and
gridiron-related
offenses followed.
Miami had become notorious for
trash talking and doing things in
pre-game warm-ups that you
would only see in a Mighty Ducks

broke out to his audience: “ Now,
that’s what I’m talking about. 1 was
about to go down the elevator to
get into that thing."
I imagine rule No. I of broad
casting is don’t S.1V you want in on
a riot when one breaks out on the
field. He was tired .Mond.iy.
.Miami needs to make substantial
changes and they have to happen
fast if the program wants to save
face. CTirrently, 13 Miami players
were given one-game suspensions
and tine indefinitely for their
upcoming game against Duke.This
punishment ctiuldn’t be any less
meaningless because Duke proba
bly couldn’t beat San Luis Obispo
I ligh.
Obviously the Atlantic Coast
CTinference generates millions <if
dollars off this pnigram and is very
careful the w.iy it disciplines it. It’s
time for the NC!AA to step up and
punch the bully in the mouth.

If Coker has any inclination tif
keeping his jtib. it’s time for him to
take a stand. He needs to suspend
pLiyers for the entire season and
possibly contemplate revoking
scholarships. Miami used to be the
most feared program in the nation
because it dominated you between
the hash marks. Now it’s because if
you look at any of them the wrong
way ytiu’re getting a helmet to the
dome.
Miami is a football program in
need of a serious makeover. The
university should take a stand aiul
not let the football team determine
who will be eligible or participate
in a btnvl game. The sad thing is
this will never happen because
bowl games generate millions of
dollars for a school like Miami, and
we all know money talks.
Unlike money, hopefully the
pl.iyers can just stop talking and
start playing fliotball.

sequel.
rimigs like dancing on the cen
ter o f the opposing team’s field.
With the exception of a few.
many analysts and players called it
the Miami “swagger." A supreme
confidence in their ability, a wav to
get hyped up before a game.
The off-tielil problems were
abundant .is well, the most infa
mous being the p.iy-for-pl.iy (lDg6‘>2) scandal involving Luther
Gampbell of “ Me so Horny" fame.
Note: If you are taking money fmm
anyone in 2 Live Oew. you are
pnibably getting pimped in one
w.iy or another.
Almost everything was overlookeil because .Miami was domi
nant, cockiness was swagger, and
disrespect came to be expected
from the kings of college football.
All of the sudilen in the mid-‘>0s.
“The U ” stopped attracting the
Michael Irivins and Warren Sapps
and started getting the Yatil (ireens
of the world. The result — a gaggle
o f Miami teams that were mediocre
on the field and even worse off it.
Swagger turned into arrogance, cul
minating in a I9D5 cover by Sports
Illustrated, c.illing for the dismissal
of the program.
Enter head coach Butch Davis.
Miami sends the better part of both
Bro Bowl teams to the NFL from
1995-2(M)1, including Ray Lewis,

Ed Reed. Edgerrin James, (dinton
Bortis and Andre Johnson.
Davis.won a BC^S national title in
2(M)1 and all things were right in
the Miami universe. No longer was
Miami arnigant — they had that
“swagger" that the teams fnmi the
'S(K and early *9(K had. (»ranted,
there were no riots like this past
Saturd.iy. but that attitude still pre
vailed.
Well, things are looking like they
did a ilec.ule .igo.
.Miami is no longer the super
power It once was.
I’m not making an excuse for the
events of S.iturd.iy night. It looked
like a full-blow n riot, but it seems
there is ,i double standard in pl.ice
here.
I guarantee that if Miami was
undefeated aiul ranked in the top
25. this would be an “unfortunate
incident." As it stands, Miami is out
o f the top 25 for the first time since
1999, and this is the a "stain on col
lege football."
The behavior that incited the
brawl has been going on — both
on and off the field — for more
than 20 years and garnered mild
criticism at best. If you are going to
set a precedent for curbing bad
beh.ivior, do it for a national cham
pion as well as a team that has fall
en off the map.
. That would set an example.
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Mets force Game 7 of NLCS with 4-2 win over Cards
Two runs in the ninth inning are
not enough for St. Louis, which
will have to play a decisive seventh
game tonight in New York.
Ronald Blum
ASSOCIAU;i> I'RhSS

With the New Yt)rk Mets on the
brink of elimination, John Maine
pitched a game to remember.
The rookie dominated the St.
Louis ('ardinals with the poise of a
veteran, Jose Reyes sparked the
ortense with a leadofV home run and
the Mets rock ‘n’ rolled at boisterous

Shea Stadium to beat St. Louis 4-2 on
Wednesday night and force the NL
cliampionship series to a decisive sev
enth game.
“He was amazing," Mets catcher
Paul Lo Duca s,iid. “1 think after the
first inning he really settled down. ...
He showed me a lot tonight."
Keyes had three hits and twti sttilen
bases, Shawn Cireen boosted the lead
with a fourth-inning RHI single and
Lo Duca let the loud crowd of 56,334
exhale with a two-run single in the
seventh oft' Braden Looper that made
it 4-0.
Now the pennant conies down to

8lnic0
Crossword

Thursday night, when the ('ardinals
send left Suppaii to the mound to save
their season. The Mets, carefully piec
ing together their pitching following
injuries to Pedro Martinez and
Orlando Hernandez, will start (Oliver
Perez on three days’ rest.
O f 11 prior teams to trail 3-2 in
the LC'S and force a seventh game,
eight won pennants. The exceptions
were the 19SH Mets, the 1092
Pittsburgh Pirates and 2<M)3 Boston
Red Sox.
1)arting in and out of trouble twice
in the first three innings, Maine outpitched reigning NL ('y Young Award

Edited by Will Shortz
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winner CMiris (Carpenter. Maine
allowed two hits in the first and none
after that, pitching 5 l-.T shutout
innings, striking out five and walking
four.
“I went to him before the game,
and I said, '1 wouldn’t want anybody
else but you. Let’s go!’" Lo 1)uca said.
When it was time to come out, he
was circled on the mound like a con
quering hero: Reyes patted him on
the back and David Wright patted
him on the shoulder. Maine acknowl
edged the standing ovation with only
a small w.ive of his left hand as he
walked to the dugout.
“ I try not to put too much pressure
on myself.” Maine said. “1just try to
pound the strike zone and get them
to put it in play."
Cdiad Bradford, Guillermo Mota,
No. 0907
Aaron
Lfeilnian and Billy Wigner fin
I'i -1 1
ished. Wagner gave up a two-run,
twi)-out double to So Taguchi in the
ninth before retiring I ),iviil Fckstein
on a game-ending grounder.
In a rematch of Cíame 2 starters
who didn’t get decisions, Ciarpenter
was nearly as good, just not enough
on this night. He gave up two runs
and seven hits in six innings, dropping
pT"
to 0-1 in his two Starts.
Shea Stadium was rocking, with
the volume on the speakers turned up
and the scoreboard flashing quotes
from Mets players praising the fans. In
the first Cíame 6 at the ballpark since
the famous comeback against Boston
s u |d o |k u
To
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that was capped by Mookie Wilson’s
grounder through Bill Buckner’s legs,
the spirit of'Si) was invoked on sever
al signs.
“Uno, dos, adiós,” read another
sign.
Maine, a 25-year-old right-hander,
was obtained in January’s dump of
Kris Benson to Baltimore. In a tense
time, he provided the cool of a veter
an _ on days he pitches, he usually sits
by himself in the clubhouse before
the game doing Sudoku puzzles.
He got in trouble in the first and
third innings, but came up with the
big outs, perhaps the biggest of his life.
St. Louis had runners at second and
third with one out in the first, before
Maine fanned Jim Edmonds on three
pitches and loaded the bases by hitting
Juan Encarnación. Lo Duca saved a
run with a backhand stop of a pitch in
the dirt on a 1-2 pitch to Scott
Rolen, who then filed out.
Eckstein walked leading tift the
third and stole second, but Maine
struck out Scott Spiezio and, after
intentionally walking Albert Bujols,
retired Edmonds on a flyout and
struck out Encarnación.
That left St. Louis (i-for-5 w'ith
runners in scoring position. Maine
didn’t allow any runners past first after
that.
Reyes’ home run, a no-doubtabout-it drive to right-center, w-as his
first I I I postseason play — his first
since Sept. 10. It was the first leadoft'
homer C'.arpenter allowed.
New York used small ball to double
Its lead I I I the fourth. Carlos Beltran
singled into left field leading oft,
advanced on a one-out single by
Wright — just his second hit in 19 atbats in the LCÍS. Cireen then hit an
opposite-field liner into left.
Bradford got Rolen u> hit into an
inning-ending double play in the
sixth, and Mota retired pinch-hitter
Cdiris Duncan on an inning-ending
double pl.iy in the seventh. Then, fol
lowing singles by pinch-hitter and
Reyes in the bottom half, Lo Duca
got the big single against Looper.

27 637
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Earn $100-$2(W/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

1-800-859-4109
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Research Candidates

Research Candidates

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain.
Purulent Nasal Discharge. Frontal
Headaches. Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more inform ation.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.

Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for tim e and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 805-549-7570

MODELS for Art. Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875

Now Hiring Part tim e / Full time
up to $ 1 1 .0 0 per hour.
The Shoe Pavillion/
Pismo Beach Outlet Center
(805) 773-3354

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS CLUBS

NEED A LOAN?
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE

Part-time Salesperson
Patrick James
Retail Exp. Apply in person.
6 41 Higuera St. San Luis Obispo
Call (805) 549-9593

F.O.O. Friends of Omegas
Support Polaris Project
to Stop Modern Day Slavery
More info: (408) 306-4684

Need a new hairstyle?
Come see KELLY $it
Thomas Everett Salon.
Free haircut with color or
highlights. Not getting color?
$ 1 0 .0 0 o ff your haircut.
First tim e clients only.
Call today! (805)543-6480

HOMES FOR SALE

Church Comes Home! Sim ple/
organic church. Is the Holy Spirit
leading you in a new direction?
Info Night and coffee at Zadok's in
Pismo Beach. Oct. 25, 7:00 pm.
ChurchComesHome.com

Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

Raise the Respect
Educating student about injustices
happening globally. Take Action!
RaisetheRespect@gmail .com

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

Omega Xi Delta

LOST AND FOUND

TRAVEL

FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 909-633-8022

SKYDIVE TAR
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record

Lost Parasitology/Hematology
Notebook. Please call Ray:
________ (805) 264-1156

Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

FOUND; Amanda's Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS j
Submit your's by Tuesday!

¡

Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Mustang baseball team’s
recruiting class ranked No. 20

L it

Five o f the incom ing 14 players
have already been drafted by
major-league teams.
* ■*

Lauren Zahner
MUSTANC; DAILY

( Collegiate llasebail Newspaper has
ranked the (Cal Foly baseball team’s
recruiting class the 20th best in the
nation.
It marks the first time (Cal Foly’s
recruiting cl.iss has been ranked by
the newspaper in 24 consecutive
years of rankings.
“It just says that we had a good
group of athletes coming in to work
for us," (Cal Foly head coach Larry
Lee said.“It’s a step in the right direc
tion for the program.”
7 he 2006 Mustang recruiting class
consists of 10 freshmen, si.\ of whom
were on the final 200.S All-Area
(Code Team, and four junior college
transfers. O f the 14 total players, five
have already been drafted by majorleague teams.
Luke Yoder, a business inajtir from
Liberty High of liakersfield, is one of
the draftees. He led 1 iberty to a lO-O
record for first place in the Southeast
Yosemite League and a 2.S-6 overall
standing. In his junior year at Liberty,
he hit .4.S0 with I I doubles, a triple
and nine home runs.
Another draftee, communication
studies major I ).miel Herlind of
(Calabasas High, was selected to play
on the I )odger Elite Leain and
Fertect (¡ame Nationals. He is a
right-handed pitcher.
i-roni Hartnell (College in Salin.is
conies another right-handed pitcher
and draftee, Marc Nobriga. In his
freshman year at Hartnell, he
received junior (College AllAmerican honors.The Texas Rangers
drafted Nobriga. a social sciences

John Middlekauff
S m iA l T O T H E M U S TA N C DAILY
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BRFNNAN ANGEL 111! m o r o

A Fresno State runner is tagged out in (Cal Poly’s season-opening series last year. Coming off a 29-27 season,
the Mustangs had their incoming recruiting class ranked No. 20 by Collegiate Baseball Newspaper.
major, in 2004.
('al Foly pitching coach Jerry
Weinstein had some positive
thoughts on the recruited pitchers.
“The depth of the pitching is the
thing that stands out because on this
level, you’re truly as good as your
starting pitching,” said Weinstein,
who was Director of FLiyer
I )evelopment for the Los Angeles
Dodgers from 2<KMM)1.” | think we
have some ptiwer arms and they’re all
strike throwers. We expect to be ver>’,
very competitive.”
(Cal State Fullerton and U(C

Tailgatim a lost art
The Raiders and 49ers have
combined to win only 28 o f
their last 107 regular-season
games, but provided a fiin
tailgate atmosphere Oct. 8.
Tyler Wise
M U S TA N C DAILY

I know, I know, I know. Raiders
fan?
Yes, I unashamedly admit that I
am, and as heartbreaking as it is to
watch this season going down in
flames faster than the Hindenburg, I
have at least one ingredient of the
Raiders experience to enjoy every
time I head to Oakland no matter
how pitiful the Raiders play. I have
the tailgate party.
What is a tailgate party, you ask?
Well, tailgating is the age-old tradi
tion of driving into a parking lot of
any sporting event long before the
game begins and unloading a barbe
cue pit and a cooler full of booze.

Irvine, both from the Big West
(Conference, also made the top 40.
(Cal State Fullerton came in at No. S
and U(C Irvine is No. 22.
(Cal Foly is coming otf a 20-27
season and was 36-20 in 200.S, a year
in which the Mustangs were contmversially left out of the N(CAA
Tournament.
“(I expect) to be able to make
postseason competition and knock
down that barrier to allow the pnrgram to continue to go in the right
direction,” Lee said.
Lee also noted that his team will

not know how the new pLiyers per
form until he sees them in a game,
but he is hoping this class will set the
foundation for the next three to four
years.
“We’re hoping that a number of
them will h.ive an immediate impact
on the program,” Lee said.
The top three in the newspaper’s
rankings are South (Carolina, Miami
and Florida. It is South (Camlina’s
third time in the last four years at No.
1. Miami and Florida State are the
only other schools to have won tlm*e
recruiting titles in the past 24 ye,irs.
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Essentially, you’re bringing the ele
ments to throw a party out of the
back of your vehicle to kill time in
anticipation of a great game.
From there, you spend the next
couple of hours chowing down on
hot-links and shish-kababs while get
ting totally smashed in order to get
yourself psyched up for the game.
So let’s say that you and some of
your friends are planning to make a
day trip to a Raiders, 49ers or
Chargers game and your party has
either A) never tailgaited or B) your
feeble attempts to grill a couple of
frozen Ballpark franks and the sixpack of Pabst Genuine Draft you
brought left everyone quite disgrun
tled and unsatisfied, here are the nec
essary preparation you’ll need to
make in order to provide one hell of
a tailgate party.
Preparations are to begin the
Saturday afternoon before the game,
and you must pack exces-sively. Bring
as many barbecue pits (at least two —
see Tailgating, page 14

wo tickets to an NBA
game — $100. Team
shirt and a hat — $45.
Two hot dogs at halftime — $14.
Watching the guy in the seat
next to you get beat up by an
NBA superstar — one hell of a
story to tell your grandkids.
No, Ron Artest does not play
football for the University of
Miami, but it does bring up the
point of violence and its correla
tion with sports.
With the influence o f the
media in today’s society, any mis
take high-profile athletes make
these days will be put under a
microscope. It seems even with
every aspect of every game being
televised and members o f the
media hanging out everywhere
possible just waiting for mistakes,
certain athletes have just not been
able to figure it out.
When Artest ran into the stands
two years ago attempting and suc
ceeding to beat up anyone in his
way, he showed that no one is safe
at sporting events anymore. It may
not be safe on the field anymore
either.
I must give Artest a little praise.
Since his trade to Sacramento, he
has calmed dow’ii and showed a
mature side that many didn’t
believe he had. I imagine after
Artest spent a couple o f late
nights rapping with K-Fed at Joe
and (iavin Maloof’s Casino, he
figured he should shape up. To his
credit, he has flown under the
radar lately. That can’t be said for
the Miami football program.
The only difference between
the WWE Royal Rumble and
Florida International vs. Miami
football game Saturday night was
that this fighting was real.
It’s hard to put blame on either
side because like the old saying
goes, “it takes two to tango.” At
the same time, anyone who has
followed college football over the
last decade knows that Miami’s
football program is one that
embraces a tough street nature.
Head coach Larry Coker did not
create this stigma by any means,
but did not destroy it either.
Coker is responsible for all the
players on the roster because he
recruited them. At the end o f the
day, these are still college students.
Their actions ultimately reflect
the lack of respect they have for
the people running this program.
Miami football has been
involved in many controversial
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In its first appearance ever at
nationals, Cal Poly had its
men’s squad finish second.

Funny how winning changes
things.
Terrell Owens was a “confi
dent” wide receiver when he
came back early from a broken
leg to star for the Eagles in Super
Bowl XXXIX in February 2005.
A year later, he’s what we
always thought he was — a self
ish, egotistical crybaby who is the
equivalent of the Ebola virus for
team chemistry. The difference is
that one was the only player who
showed up in the big game, the
other was on a team that finished
6-10 while doing crunches in his
driveway during a press confer
ence.

In its first appearance at the
National Collegiate Water Ski
Association Nationals, the Cal
Poly water ski club team finished
fifth overall in Rio Linda, Calif.,
last weekend.
The Mustangs had their men’s
team finish second.
Cal Poly also became the first
ever NCWSA Western Division
II team to win the Spirit Award,
given annually to the group of
water skiers best supporting their
teammates.
Individually, Cal Poly’s Jamie
Hastings ran a four-buoy personal

see Winning, page 14

see Nationals, page 14
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see Johnny, page 14

